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Click here to launch Road Editor 
 

If you are not currently logged in, you will be prompted to enter your 

ArcGIS Online username and password. 

 

Sign in to ArcGIS Online with 

username and password pro-

vided to you by the Resource 

Assessment Section 

Check the box to limit the frequency of having 

to put in your user credentials 

https://midnr.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=535501d536b54f839bfa6a4be9271203
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Zooming to your work area can be done with zoom buttons below, 

holding shift and drawing a box, rolling your mouse wheel (with your 

cursor over the are you wish to zoom to) or using the search box and 

typing in the compartment number or address. 
Se
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Zoom in & out 

The white drop down      

arrow gives you 

different search options 
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You can add data sever-

al ways, by searching 

within your organiza-

tion, or thousands of 

other hosted data sets. 

Or you can drop in your 

own gpx, kml or shape-

file. If you want to add 

a shapefile, you need 

to zip the .shp, .shx, 

.dbf & the .prj files to-

gether and then drop in 

the zip file.  

There are numerous 

Basemap options to 

choose from. 
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Layer visibility can 

be toggled on and 

off using the Layer 

List 

The Edit widget can 

cut or union road 

segments. It can  

also be used create 

new features, but it 

is recommended 

that you use the 

Smart Editor. 

The Batch Editor is used for         

selecting multiple road segments 

and batch changing an attribute. 

The Measurement 

widget can be used to 

measure distances, 

area or to determine a 

Latitude and Longitude 
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The Select widget 

toggles which layer 

are selectable on 

the map. 

 

The Filter Widget 

allows you to only 

see the particular 

portion  of a Layer 

that you are inter-

ested in.  

The Print widget allows for several    

options. You can select different page 

sizes and extents plus different file 

types. Also PDF maps that are           

exported are useable in Avenza.  
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The Edit widget is primarily used for editing fields for a layer. It can be used to 

create new feature and edit existing  geometry,. Some features like Cut, Union 

and Reshape can only be found in the Edit Widget.  

The Smart Editor Widget should be your first choice for most editing functions. 

When a feature is selected it allows you edit vertices and have the attributes 

window open for editing.  
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Road Inventory Editing Protocol 

 
 

 

 

Road Review Process not required: 

Refinements are allowed throughout the year to the live Road Inventory layer and include: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Road Review Process required: 
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When you open the Smart Editor Widget, you will 

get this window. From here you can choose what 

type of new road you are going to add. Click on the 

new road type and you are ready to start digitizing. 

Remember to hold ctrl to snap your beginning and 

ending points to existing features if applicable.   
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When you select an existing road with 

the smart editor, it will allow you to 

edit attributes and also edit vertices. 

The grey dots are the vertices and the 

white dots are mid points between 

vertices. If you move a mid point it 

will become a new vertex. 
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If you add a road, delete a road 

or change an existing roads    

geometry so it’s length changes 

by more than .1 mile, you need 

to make sure the bottom three 

fields are properly attributed.   

 

Proposed Spatial Change 

 

Proposed open/closed 

 status change 

 

Proposed Closure Criteria 

 

 

After you digitize and new road or select an existing road to edit, you need to update the attributes. You 

will several see changes from the old attributes. This is so we are in compliance with PA 288.  
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The new road you created or the existing road that you edited (if you changed the 

length by > .1 mile or changed the ORV status) is now a road proposal and will have to 

go through the PA 288 road proposal process. Be sure to stay in good communication 

with your Roads Lead to let them know where you have made changes so they can 

move them along in the process.  

 

If you have question please contact your RAS lead or  

 

Cory Luoto: luotoc@michigan.gov     906-287-0183 

Brian Maki: MakiB1@michigan.gov      517-284-5846 

mailto:luotoc@michigan.gov
mailto:MakiB1@michigan.gov

